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General House
This month we had the happyness to welcome :
 Fr. Roger KANGA, cjm, ad tempus in French Provincia

and Karine, eudists’s friend, from Cosne-sur-Loire (France)
 Bishop Eric AUMONIER, bishop of Ver sailles (France)

 Francesco COLUCCI and Nicolas

associate and friend of the group of Sperone (Italy)

 Fr. Laurent TOURNIER, cjm

Back to the 1st page

rector of Seminary of Orléans (France)

Italian congress in preparation for 2019
Since November, our vicar-general, Fr. Guillermo
Acero cjm, has meeting
with a team to prepare an
Italian congress which
will take place in February, 2019, in Rome, on the
theme of “Marie's Heart :
revolution of tenderness”.
With Fr. Guillermo, the
team is composed by fr.
José M ª Hernández, cmf

(for the expertise of his
congregation on the Heart
of Mary), Sr Ester Gervasi
delegated by her superior
from Our Lady of Charity
and Good Shepherd, Sr
Monique Tarabeh delegated by sr Ellen from Our
Lady of Charity and Good
Shepherd and for her expertise in communicationdesign. Aude Bauguin in

charge of missions for Fr.
General Superior also joined the team recently. The
team met on March 6th
and 27th of this year at the
Eudists general House and
the sisters general House.
We will inform you of the
evolution of the work in
next CJM News.

Back to the 1st page

The saint John Eudes college answers "present" to the Pope
On the last March 9th,
three members of the College St Jean Eudes were
present at the "24 hours
for the Lord" Basilica
Saint-Peter. It is the Pope
himself who presided the
penitential celebration of
opening.

video on youtube
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Fr. Hyacinthe Allagbe,
General Secretary says:
"upon his arrival, after the
greeting of use, the Pope
spoke about the God's call
to the conversion and, he
invited us to pray to obtain the grace of a new life
in Christ. Then, all the

assembly took time of
silence before the prayer
of the opening." He
adds: "in the homily, the
Pope remembered that"
God's love is big ; always more than what we
can imagine, and it extends even beyond all the
sins for which our consciousness can blame us.
It is unlimited love and
that has no borders; the
only obstacle is the one
that we are used to put
in front of a person by
fear that she comes to
deprive us of our
freedom. We know that
the state of sin has for
consequence the estran-
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gement of God. And
indeed, the sin is a way by
which we go away from
him. "
After the homily, each
could make his selfexamination. By means of
three themes proposed at
the end of notebook: 1 / "
You will love the Lord
your God with all your
heart 2/love each other
each other as I loved you;
3/, Are perfected as your
father is completed.
It was a beautiful celebration.

P. Allagbe

#Synode 2018 : Youth !
Live the experience of compassion.
Since some years, Eudists from French Province have links with Middle East : mission in
Liban (Fr. Laurent Tournier, Vincent Heraud), predication to the sisters (Fathers.
Tournier and Amouriaux). Each time, it is an occasion to discover a culture and know it
better. It’s so important in our world were words as “peace” and “perdon” seems heavy.
Hisham, from Syria accepted to speak about his meeting with eudist spirituality and eudist fathers.

Hello Hisham : who are
you? I am Hisham abd
alnour , 29 years old from
Homs , Syria. I am a graduate of agricultural engineering ( agronomy).
How did you meet the
Eudist family? When I
was working with the sisters of the good shepherd
I had the chance to meet
the Eudist family during
the pilgrimage to Poland to
participate in JMJ, and we
spent some time together
in France .
What did it bring to your
faith? It was a special

experience for me to meet
a lot of people from different cultural backgrounds .
The only thing that unite
us is faith though everyone
prays in their own way or
language. This taught me
how to accept the difference among people and be
more forgiving, compassionate, and open towards
others.
For me it was a beautiful
feeling to know that many
people pray for us in Syria
and care about what is
happening in Syria particularly when the Pope
spoke for a while about
peace in Syria.

go to the
website of
synod

How do you live it today? I am trying to live
this experience of compassion and forgiveness
in Syria with the different
parties regardless their
religion , political views
or region, in my daily
life ,work or my prayers.
Also, I keep in touch
with my new brothers
who I met in this experience to share them my
ideas and news and know
theirs.
Back to the 1st page

Associates work about #Synod2018 wanted by the Pope
The Church wants to be " tuned
to(listening) all the young
people, to their sensibility, to
their faith and even to their
doubts and criticize " , it is the
words of pope François about the
progress towards the Synod of
the bishops that will take place
in October, 2018 on the theme
the young people, the faith and
the vocational discernment.

the consultation. Three young
people (22, 28 and 30 years)
brought a testimony on their expectations and their difficulties
to find their place in the Church,
the need to be accompanied for
this period of their life where is
made the construction of their
identity, where raises itself the
question to make good professional, vocational choices, …

WYD(WORLD
YOUTH
DAYS) FAMILIA EUDISTE,
create a network of spiritual
guides, propose a manual to
call, dare projects with AACE
and incorporated out of ordinary
pastoral (culture, sport) … Elements were gathered to write a
letter to the provincial council
and they will be worked in the
next council of the referents.

On this March 18th, 2018 at the
provincial House at the initiative
of the councils of referents of the
AACE about forty partners,
friends, collaborators and incorporated of the french province
met to understand the synodal
approach.
Charles
Callens
working at the Conference of the
bishops of France, presented the
national synthesis of answers to

After hearing the young people
as we were invited by the motion
n°9 of the General assembly
2017, a reflection concerned our
current missions (AACE groups,
pastoral in the eudist catholic
colleges, our parishes), our own
questions, the actions in which
we feel called where we are.
Analyze and deepen the work
made about vocational pastoral,

Let us listen the Church which
listens to the young people, let
us listen the message which will
reach us on Palm Sundays at the
end of the pre-synod which
gathers 300 young people in
Rome.
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Les jeunes et la
Province de France

Coordination AACE-France
Back to the 1st page

International
JMJ Familia Eudista 2019 : go !

Informations and contact

It is officially the Province
of Colombia that takes
care of the organization of
the pre-days "Familia Eudista" of World Youth
Days 2019. Before joining
Panama, the young people
will live one eudiste week
in Colombia, according to
a program which already
takes shape, with a eudist
seminarists' team and associates, managed by P.
Johnja Lopez.
Globally the program will
be the one: welcome of

the young people of Familia eudista from January
13th in Bogota to leave
then towards Baranquilla
and leave to Panama by
going back by Bogota.

The cost of 500 USD
covers the eudiste week
and the WYD(WORLD
YOUTH DAYS) in Panama.
It does not cover the
routes by plane :
Country of origin > Bogota
Bogota > Panama

Panama > country of
origin.
The individual People
or the interested
groups are invited to
say it now to the team
of organization by email to P. Jonhja Lopez.

Back to the 1st page

In Memoriam of General Superior fr. Michel Gérard, cjm
In the last March 11th,
2018, father Amouriaux, Superior General
of the Congregation of

Jesus and Mary, wished
that Eudistes, candidate, incorporated and
associated
remembers

his predecessor: father
Michel Gérard, cjm reminded suddenly to the
God's house , 11 years
ago.

Image made by Province of North America and Philippines.
Made by : Ian Cesar Granada

Back to the 1st page
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Share our spirituality
Anniversary of our congregation : 375 years...
On March 25th of this
year, our small Congregation of Jesus and Mary
celebrated its 375 years.
As had recommended
father Général, communities preserved this date to
celebrate it even if this
year date is also Palm
Sunday. From March
24th, to respect the ample
time difference of our
international
congregation, a video message sent
by father Jean-Michel

Amouriaux to the whole
congregation and to the
friends was very widely
broadcast.
In a symbolic way, this
video had been shot since
the chapel of the General
House, in front of the statue of our founder (statue
almost copy of the one who
is placed in the nave of the
Basilica Saint Peter). At
the foot of the statue, we
see the cross of saint John
Eudes's missions and still

… Let’s pray for the vocations
(images to share)

down a big reliquary
which had served during
the celebration of canonization of our founder.
It is possible to see or to
see again the video by
clicking the image.

video

Back to the 1st page

Form Jesus within us

Download the prayer
written by our General
Superior

Month of april download (french)
Month of april download (spanish)

Back to the 1st page

Eudist Homily (into the original language)
4th Sunday of Lent :

5th Sunday of Lent

Palm Sunday







Mike DUPO, cjm

Ron BAGLEY, cjm

Pierre DROUIN, cjm

Back to the 1st page
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Live from Provinces
Province of France
Live the mission as associates

.

Download

Download

Prepare to enter Lent

At the end of this moment

for the glory of God just

with St John Eudes: it is

appreciated by all, we

while being in my place ?

what the group of the

followed

Sunday

In 1Co 7-7, it is written "

AACE

South

mass prepared and li-

each receives from God a

proposed to the priests of

vened up also by our

particular gift " and in 1P

the pastoral sector.

group and other friends.

4-10 " that each of you

Saturday, February 10th,

We had to draft the Uni-

puts in the service of the

25 people defied the icy

versal Prayer, it is Marie-

others the gift which he

cold, and met in the char-

Agnès Muntaner who lent

received ". What was thus

ming small church of

itself to this exercise, she

my talent? Difficult to be

Cheptainville, for a while

gives us her testimony on

objective with compared

and pray with St John

this: " I looked for a long

with oneself when we

Eudes's texts. The theme

time how I could serve

doubt one.

which we had chosen is: "

God and my brothers, ta-

Then one day, I asked to

what do we make of our

ken in the storm of the

God the favor to show

baptism? ".

everyday life, the work

myself him. When we

This participative time

and my limits. I often

make him this kind of re-

allowed the members of

have the impression to be

quest, it is necessary to be

assembly

discover

as Gédéon (Judges 6,1-

attentive to the calls of the

what St Jean Eudes says

40) not inclined to answer

holy Spirit. I do not say

of the " contract of the

at the request of God be-

that you should be atten-

baptism " and its impor-

cause I do not feel able.

tive only at this precise

tance.

Then how to be an agent

moment but particularly at

Essonne

to

the

this moment.
Back to the 1st page
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Province of Colombia
Meeting of the team “economy” of the Province
From 25 till 28 February last the bursars
of all the countries of
the Province of Colombia met to Valmaria. The given objectives were: understand
the concept of economy from the spirituality eudiste know the
reaches of the last fi-

scal reform for Reli- dicates to us that this
gious
communities, meeting-training
was
very enriching and is the
Present the economic first one of several
elements of the manage- others to come.
ment board of the CJM
and estimate the forms
which are used in the
local
communities.
P. Jose Mario Bacci in-

Back to the 1st page

Presbyteral Ordination de Osmar Ivan Zambrano, cjm

Back to the 1st page

Province of North America and Philippines

Download the prayer for vocations in Philippines. (pdf)

Back to the 1st page
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Retour à la une

Vice-Provincia of Africa
AN INTERVIEW by

Aude Bauguin (CJM News) with Fr Videkon Aurélien GBEGNON, c.j.m

Father, to begin, would you

The choice I made to join the re-

time of formation to the life of the

please say a few words to in-

ligious family of Saint John Eu-

Church. As a candidate to priest-

troduce yourself.

des, after a long period of medita-

hood, I learned the importance of

tion, appears to me now as a

imitating Jesus instead of turning

My name is Videkon Aurélien

quest to find a «home of together-

only towards myself. There is

Gbegnon, and I come from Be-

ness». My choice was also trig-

something within ourselves that

nin. I was incorporated in the

gered by a need of reassurance

must be put aside to let another

Congregation of Jesus and Mary

and closeness. Reassurance, be-

reality develop and grow. This is

in December 2006 and was or-

cause I sincerely wanted to be-

where, and how, the life of the

dained a priest in 2007. Very

come a «trainer of good workers

seminarian germinates and as does

early in my life, I was drawn

of the Gospel», consequently a

the life of the priest in later years.

towards Jesus Christ, True God

teacher. Closeness, because the

However, one mustn’t underesti-

and True Man. It really began in

pastor of the parish of the Good

mate the sufferings that this pro-

my second year of High School,

Shepherd, Fr Jacob Agossou,

cess of letting Christ grow within

with questions related to death.

whom I was very fond of, was a

us will arouse.

So, it is through this mystery

Eudist. With him I would find a

that the Lord first dropped the

very reassuring figure and a life

At the very beginning of my for-

seeds that slowly aroused my

model.

mation, I experienced the chal-

desire to become a priest.

lenge I had to take up to differenMy years as a seminarian were a

March 2018
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tiate myself as a priest. I learned

the complexity and plurality of

after having defended my thesis

The research and structuring took

manhood. But it was also a

on Sunday, 12 March 2018. I can

three years plus an additional year

time that favoured my conver-

recognise the luminous presence

to prepare the defense, hence four

sion, I time when I surpassed

of the Lord in this event and I can

years of hard labor. So, at the be-

myself and a time of reconcili-

only give praise and thanks. My

ginning of this year, I have come to

ation with my ideals and my

gratitude will never be sufficient

reap the results and been able to

aspirations. This was the time,

to express how overwhelmingly

draw the final form. On Sunday

and the place, where I began

He has taken care of me and

March 12, I stood in front of and

walking with Christ. This is

loves me.

impressive jury made up of a soci-

my joy. I remain aware that

ologist, a legal expert and philoso-

life offers alternative moments

Why did you choose Philoso-

phers, all holders of a chair in a

of sorrows and happiness. I

phy?

university.

in my mission as a priest and I

My basic formation is purely sci-

I suppose you were lead and

know there is still more to

entific. I had first chosen to pass

guided by eminent professors

come.

a degree in Medicine while being

during the preparation of your

a priest. When I failed the test for

PhD?

have endured much suffering

Father Amouriaux, our Gen-

this option, I had to choose an-

eral, has told us that your

other path to develop my life as a

I mostly owe this consecration to

thesis in Philosophy was re-

scholar. So, I registered, in 1997,

two eminent professors, both hold-

warded with the distinctive

both in Law and in Philosophy.

ers of a chair. For one, professor

mark

honourable»

Although this choice was the re-

Paulin Hounsounon-Tolin, holder

and had received warm con-

sult of sad events happening in

of a chair in Abomey-Calavi Uni-

gratulations from members

my life, it has lead me to where I

versity of Benin, I owe much con-

of the jury. Our Congrega-

stand today. So, I can say that it

tion is proud of having in its

sideration for having accepted my

was by accident that I came to

midst such a brilliant mem-

registration form. This is the person

Philosophy and Law.

with whom I enjoyed renewing the

«Very

ber. Would you please share
your

feelings

after

such

praise?

intellectual rigor which is essential
How long have you been work-

in work of this magnitude. I can’t

ing on your thesis?

thank enough both these professors
for having helped and guided me

I will gladly to do so, although

I began working on my thesis one

with a certain humility. All

and for the important part they

year after my nomination as Bur-

these honors are a grace I have

played all along the process.

sar at the Seminary of the Eudist

received. And when God be-

Fathers, in 2013. Since there was

stows His grace, one must re-

In which university did you de-

a shortage of staff, the authorities

spond with praise and grati-

fend your thesis?

asked me to work on my thesis

tude. These are the feelings

while still being part of the for-

that suddenly came to my

I had first thought that I would reg-

mation team in the Seminary.

ister at the Catholic University of

mind and rose from my heart
March 2018
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took so long for this university

ceived by Hobbes, steals humani-

As we wished to make up for this

to answer me that I had to re-

ty its rights. Yet, an authority has

thorny problem of total respect of

solve applying in the institution

been established for legitimate

human rights, we have suggested

where I had received my first

reasons: to make sure that all

that it could only arise from a nor-

formation, the Abomey-Calavi

peoples, all citizens, would enjoy

mative approach in treating a hu-

University of Benin. So here I

the right to be free. When the

man being, the figure of all others.

am, as a young PhD in this uni-

freedom of citizens is endan-

We therefore plead in favor of an

versity where, in its very begin-

gered, they may refer to the right

encounter with humanity. This is a

nings, the doors of research

of resistance to defend them-

revolution that turns out to be a

were opened to me.

selves Which means that the

moral revival of society, in other

power of the people and the pow-

words, a radical renewal of the

What is the subject of your

er of the sovereign are insepara-

relationship of the individual with

thesis and what do you intend

ble.

mankind. This is what we wished

to demonstrate? In how many

One cannot exist without denying

to demonstrate in a document

pages?

the other and vice versa. This is

comprising some 352 pages.

where the dialectics rest. How
My thesis is entitled: « The Dia-

What are your projects in the

can the problem be solved?

lectics of Political Power and

near future?

Human Rights according to

Some of Hobbes’ contemporary

Thomas Hobbes. » The starting

philosophers,

John

If my superiors allow me, I would

point of this research is what is

Locke, Montesquieu and Rous-

like to follow an English language

known as the difficult relation-

seau, succeeded in drawing up

immersion course to add another

ships between the State and the

the model of a State of law by

idiom to the French language

Human being. We have collect-

reintroducing the sovereign into

which I speak. This would enable

ed data related to wars and gen-

the contractual process and by

me to meet with intellectuals in

ocides showing the staggering

separating executive from legisla-

the anglophone world. One thing

sufferings that have plagued

tive and judicial powers. Whatev-

is for sure; one doesn’t work on

men and women in the world

er the idea, all political sugges-

such a thesis simply to become

and the abuse of political power

tions rising from the opposition

complacent afterwards. I would

that

disasters.

of peoples, from international law

like to go on teaching and contin-

Thomas Hobbes has taken these

and from international relations

ue doing research work. This is

facts into account in his philoso-

agencies,

the

the concern I wish to carry out in

phy on human rights.

constant effort to make human

my prayer and in my mission as a

rights a reality to be observed,

priest.

causes

such

such

as

notwithstanding

have only lead to irrelevant conHuman rights are inalienable

clusions since the interests of

and belong exclusively to man-

states have always taken prece-

kind. It therefore appears that

dence over the defense of the

political power, such as con-

people.
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Back to the 1st page
Pour des raisons de traductions les propos de
notre confrère ont été résumés. La version
intégrale de son interview est disponible ici,
en français uniquement.

Canonical visit in few images
P. Jean-Michel Amouriaux is doing the canonical visite of the vice-Province of Africa. Some photos from
facebook give a good idea of the trip.

Province of Vénézuéla
Provincial meeting of associates in preparation
Every two years associates
of Venezuela meet in Province to strengthen the links
between their groups. This
day is also a moment of formation and a time to live the
eudiste spirituality in family,
priests
and
partners.
This year, the national meeting will take place the third
week end of July, 2018. The
associates of Venezuela took
the decision that the meeting

mainly be built around two axes:
on one hand the meeting of Bogota
2014 by resuming what was approached there so that allassociates
know well the contents, including
those who were not able to go to
meet international. On the other
hand, there will be a reflection
around the letter sent by the General
Superior
about
the
WARMHEARTEDNESS and on
the way it is lived in the province.
This day is in preparation. Several

committees are going to be set up.
Associates of Venezuela, thanks
to father Martin Solano, ask us
our prayer for the preparation of
this project and its good progress.
Download
bolletin of march

Back to the 1st page

It worth to be Eudist ! Download.

Province of Minuto de Dios
3 deacon ordinated and 1 father
From left to right :






Erasmo Silva Espinosa, cjm
Hermes Floréz Peréz, cjm
Carlos Eduardo Essalas Panesso, cjm
Mgr Francisco Nieto Sua, évêque d’Engativa.
Fr. Raúl Téllez Villamil, cjm Provincial of Minuto de Dios
 Arley Pérez Cuevas, cjm
To know better this young eudists : blog of the
Province of Minuto de Dios
Back to the 1st page
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Spiritual family
150 years since the death of St Marie-Euphrasie Pelletier
The Sisters of Notre-Dame of
Charity of the Good Shepherd prepare 150 years of
saint Marie - euphraise's
death, April 21st.
to honor this day, the Spiritual Center of Angers proposes two days of discoveries, meetings and sharings
with the sisters of the
Congregation.

On Saturday, April 21st at 4
pm: concert of organ, song and
poetry in the Chapel of the
Good Shepherd followed by a
time of sharing with the sisters
and a glass of friendship.

On Sunday, April 22nd at 10
am: mass celebrated in the
Chapel of the Good Shepherd
followed by a united meal in

10€ (Only on reservation in
02 41 37 59 47 before April
7th, 2018).

The Museum of the Good
Shepherd will be opened
from 14 hours these two days
to the special 3€ price
(guided tour at 3 pm).

Back to the 1st page

Fioretti of saint Joseph by Little Sisters of the Poors
Does saint Joseph really
help the little sisters of the
poors ? Here are some stories(trouble) begged with

the little sisters of the
poors of the community of
Marseille, lived by them in
Marseille or somewhere

else.
Read Fioretti on the web
site of Little Sisters of the
Poor.
Back to the 1st page

To share
"The Christian Hope, when
the confidence comes to us"
From the catechises of Pope
François, to find in our lives
the motives for Hope given
by the Lord.

up by Father Benoit SEVENIER, Eudiste. –it will take
place for a week from Sunday,
April 22nd at 6:00 pm till Saturday, April 28th, 2018 at
2:00 pm.

Registration with the
Center of spirituality of
the Roche du Theil
(Redon)

This retreat will be livened
Back to the 1st page
CJM-ROME | COMMUNICATION
Coordination de la Rédaction, mise en forme
de la publication dans les diverses langues

Rédacteur, mise en ligne et
Correspondant UEE

Aude BAUGUIN
Tel.: +33 6 15 24 21 55
email : cjmcom@yahoo.com

Hermes FLOREZ, cjm (diacre)

March 2018

Journalistes occasionnels :
Carole Garnault, associée France
P. Martin Solano, cjm— Venezuela
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Participation à la traduction :

Merci à :
Claudine Bainard
Pierre Loiselle

